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Changes that would be made to a new version of the app: Did we make any changes found 
from the usability testing. risk bar green/red, it being more salient. How potentially icon array of 
people if somehow there can be indication of the max level. Potentially shading, what is 2% in 
the icon array if it’s the highest. Not sure how shading would work. The black bar in the center of 
the risk bar has no words associated to it, what does it mean. Arrow above it, move your risk 
title to above it. A box around the 2%, perhaps.  
During discussion, people liked color bar better since it has reference to where they are relative 
to max and min, icon array is a transparent way to visualize absolute risk level but no 
comparison. Just because you know risk doesn’t mean it’s useful, you want to know how to 
lower risk. Other things you can do to lower your risk. Item-level individualized approach; If they 
aren’t using prevention training, recommend it. 1.5% could be lowered with PT; wherever risk 
should be, there isn’t much you can do to change your level, etc. Base it all around that PT 
question.  
Display information in multiple ways is a strategy to enhance understanding, too much is not 
good either. Our input and usability testing was important, some of the problems are hard to 
think of when you’re in the field. Record any other additions / changes that we want but can’t 
implement. 
Bullet point format: 

● risk bar green/red, it being more salient 
● Max level indication in the people icon array (what is 2%?) 
● Move Your Risk to match above black bar  
● Recommend preventative training if they didn’t select it, it will lower risk be #% 
● Record any other additions / changes that we want but can’t implement 

 
Additional Comments: none other than from last meeting after presentation 
 


